
Data commonly included in this
CAS Standard label format

Sample Label 1:
4” x 3” STANDARD BOX / CASE LABEL

including (1) graphic, i.e. USDA Bug.

Standard CAS Trac Label Templates
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     CAS Trac is versatile and easy to use. CAS Trac’s STANDARD label formats include 
data that has been proven through years of industry experience to be both useful and 
customer demanded. Due to CAS Trac’s abundance of on-board memory, multiple label 
formats are commonly stored in individual CAS Trac controllers, providing maximum 
flexibility to meet multiple product, labeling, and data management needs.
  
The basis for many of the STANDARD labels supplied by CAS Trac is the Global Trade 
Item Number.  The Global Trade Item Number (GTIN) is used as a unique identifier of 
goods and services throughout the world.  GTIN-14 is an identifier used in bar code and 
RFID symbologies that embodies COMPANY PREFIX and ITEM REFERENCE to fixed 
content shipping containers.  This label format is internationally supported and current-
ly recognized by common industry users as the accepted wholesale international stan-
dard for communicating COMPANY and ITEM (product) identifying data.  Please refer 
to the CAS sample STANDARD label formats when considering your system needs.

CAS Trac insures operator ease, effective communication, and the peace of mind that 
comes with product traceability.  Please use this template to help design label formats 
that provide your application with the functionality and versatility to meet your applica-
tion’s total needs!    

Item Number Piece Count (if applicable)
Weight Description
Serial Number Ingredients (if applicable)
Pack Date Barcode 
Date Offsets Signature (Distributed by)
Date Code Qualifiers (i.e. Keep Refrigerated)
Lot Number One (1) image field (i.e. USDA
Batch Number Bug, Company Logo)



Both a GTIN label format and retail label format.  It is 
designed to allow the producer to enter product in and 
out of inventory while also allowing the seller to identify 
the product via a second U.P.C. retail bar code label to 
meet POS needs.  Note:  This label format includes a 
safe handling statement.
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Item Number Piece Count (if applicable)
Weight Description
Serial Number Ingredients (if applicable)
Pack Date Barcode 
Date Offsets Signature (Distributed by)
Date Code Qualifiers (i.e. Keep Refrigerated)
Lot Number Two (2) image fields (i.e. USDA
Batch Number Bug, Company Logo)

Item Number Lot Number
Weight Batch Number
Pack Date Piece Count (if applicable)
Date Offsets Description 
Date Code Ingredients (if applicable)

Data included in this CAS standard label format is basi-
cally the same as found in the standard box/case label 
except it includes the addition of a second image field 
(i.e. USDA Bug, Company Logo) 

Data included in this CAS standard label format is the 
same as the standard box/case label except there is no 
piece serial number.  This label is typically used to pack 
pieces into a master box which can also be palletized.  
The individual piece weighments are tied into the mas-
ter box by CAS TRAC which includes individual box data 
in the total pallet label data. 

Sample Label 2:
4” x 3” Advanced Box / Case Label

Sample Label 3: 4” x 3” Piece Label

Sample Label 4: 4” x 3” 
Combination GTIN-14 & Retail Label
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Item Number Total Number of Pieces/Boxes
Description Total Net Weight
Serial Number Bar Code

A master box/master pallet label that includes the total 
number of pieces and total net weight per product is also 
available.  This label can be generated once the target 
value per product is reached or upon demand.  

This standard or advanced box label format typically 
includes multiple product information that is printed 
on a single label. It is often generated by scanning 
previously bar coded product as it it placed into a 
master case.

This label format is designed for case level tracking 
and meets voluntary initiatives for the US produce 
industry including GTIN  brand owner, batch/lot, and 
PTI voice pick code data.

*Additional fields of data that can be included 
in CAS Trac label formats as an option include:  
Country of Origin, Temperature, Trim Specifica-
tions, Finished Goods Definition Fields, Warehouse 
Definition Fields, and Poultry Weight Grades.   

Sample Label 5: 4” x 3” 
Master Box/Master Pallet Label

Sample Label 6: 4” x 3” 
“Rainbow” (Multi-Product) / Box Label

Sample Label 7: 4” x 3” 
PTI (Produce Traceability Initiative) Label

Other Label Samples


